This guide will provide you basic information on citing sources using APA style; however, you should consult the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association, 6th Ed. at the library’s 1st floor reference desk. For more help, go to the section numbers of the APA Handbook listed with each example or use the color-coded guide and interactive practice tutorial at http://www.lonestar.edu/library/research-guides-cyfair.

- References are arranged in alphabetical order by the author’s last name or, in the case where a source has no author, by the first word in the title (ignore "A," "An" and "The").
- Authors are listed with their surnames + initials (e.g., Smith, D.G.)
- Put one space after periods, commas, colons, and semicolons and indent each line 0.5 inches (excluding the first line). Double space between lines and between each entry. No period after web addresses (URLs).
- Book and article title capitalization is different in the paper itself vs. the reference list (examples below). In the reference list, capitalize the first word only, any word immediately after a colon or dash, and proper nouns.
- Retain the words, "books" and "press" when citing publishers' names. All other words (e.g., Inc., Co., and Publishers) can be omitted.

**Periodicals** Section 7.01

**NOTE:** When citing a document from the Internet, do not put a period at the end of the citation when the last element of the citation is a URL or digital object identifier (DOI). A DOI is an assigned, unique identification number for each digital item that can be used to locate it anywhere online. While URLs may change, an item DOI will remain the same.

**Journal Article with Digital Object Identifier (DOI)** Sections 7.01.1 & 6.27

**NOTE:** If there are 8 or more authors, list the first 6 author names, then an ellipsis (...), and finally the last author's name.

```

doi:10.1542/peds.2006-3766
```

**KEY:**

1 authors
2 date of publication
3 article title
4 journal title
5 volume & page numbers (NOTE: include issue number after the volume if each journal in the volume begins pagination on page 1)
6 digital object identifier (DOI)

**Journal Article without Digital Object Identifier (DOI)** Section 7.01.3 (From JSTOR database but see note below.)

**NOTE:** If no DOI is listed, give the journal home page URL. If not available, give the database home page URL.


**Online Magazine Article** Section 7.01.8 (From Academic Search Complete database, but use magazine home page URL.)


**Online Newspaper Article** Section 7.01.11 (From LexisNexis Academic database, but use newspaper home page URL.)


**Web Page** Section 7.11 (see the APA Style Blog at http://bit.ly/1ahbc9 for examples)


**Electronic Book** Sections 6.32 and 7.02.19-21 (See also the APA Style Blog at http://bit.ly/1zMTJr9 for more details - book from eBook Collection database, but use the database's home page if you retrieved the book online.)


---

More on Back ➔


Book with One Author Section 7.02.18


KEY:
1 author 2 year of publication 3 title 4 city + state or country of publication 5 publisher

Book by 2 or more authors Sections 7.02 & 6.27

NOTE: If there are 8 or more authors, list the first 6 author names, then an ellipsis (…), and finally the last author’s name


Edited book Section 7.02


Article or Chapter in an Edited Book Section 7.02


Video Section 7.07.49